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Rep. Bowen Statement on Executive Order #111

“Protecting the Sanctity of Life Needs to Be the Standard in Every Department!”

MILWAUKEE - In reaction to Governor Tony Evers signing Executive Order #111 this afternoon, which

directs state-managed law enforcement agencies to review and update their use-of-force policies, State

Rep. David Bowen (D-Milwaukee) released the following statement:

“I am grateful to Governor Tony Evers for using his executive powers to direct state-managed law

enforcement agencies, including the Capitol Police, State Patrol, and Department of Natural Resources

Division of Public Safety and Resource Protection, to review and update their use-of-force policies in a

manner that will prohibit dangerous techniques, allow the use of deadly force only as a last resort, and

highlight that the primary duty of law enforcement is to preserve the life of individuals. By instituting

this Executive Order, Gov. Evers has signaled his commitment to advancing reforms in policing, even if

Legislative Republicans continue to throw up roadblocks on the road to a more just system.

I was particularly pleased to see Gov. Evers incorporate language in Executive Order #111 from 2019

Assembly Bill 1012, a bill I authored and introduced with former State Rep. and current Judge Chris

Taylor and Sens. LaTonya Johnson and Lena Taylor. While this Executive Order will only cover

state-managed law enforcement agencies, it sends an important message to communities across

Wisconsin, and I remain committed to working hard to get these requirements instituted in counties

and municipalities across our state.

Today, I am calling on Fire and Police Commissions of municipalities, County Executives, and local

university police departments across Wisconsin to follow Gov. Evers’ lead and institute these policies in

their jurisdictions, so that we can begin to ensure that police from every community across our state are

trained and directed to use force only as a last resort, and to preserve the sanctity of life in as many

interactions as possible! This is a win for progress toward the future we know we all deserve.”
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